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Abstract—The use of geolocation databases (GDBs) for en-
abling spectrum sharing has been mandated by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) in the U.S. TV band and the
3.5 GHz band, and it is very likely to be adopted for spectrum
sharing in other bands as well. Although using GDBs is a practi-
cal approach for enabling spectrum sharing, it raises a potentially
serious operational security (OPSEC) problem, especially when
some of the primary users (PUs) are federal government entities,
including military users. In this paper, we show that malicious
queriers can readily infer the locations of PUs by making multiple
queries to the database even if the database’s responses to queries
do not directly reveal such information. To address this issue, we
propose a perturbation-based optimal obfuscation strategy that can
be implemented by the GDB to preserve the location privacy
of PUs. The proposed obfuscation strategy is optimal in the
sense that it maximizes PUs’ location privacy while ensuring that
the expected degradation in the secondary users’ (SUs’) utility
due to obfuscated responses does not exceed a threshold. Using
results from extensive simulations, we demonstrate the efficacy
of the proposed scheme in countering location inference attacks,
including the inference strategy described in the paper.

Index Terms—Dynamic Spectrum Access, Database-Driven
Spectrum Sharing, Location Privacy, Inference Attack, Opera-
tional Security, 3.5 GHz band, CBRS band.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of geolocation databases (GDBs) for enabling
spectrum sharing has been mandated by the Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC) in the U.S. TV band [1]
and the 3.5 GHz band [2], [3], and it is very likely to
be adopted for other spectrum sharing applications as well.
A GDB houses an up-to-date repository of primary users
(PUs) and their operational attributes (e.g., location, transmit
power, receiver sensitivity, etc.) and uses this information to
determine spectrum availability at the locations of secondary
users (SUs). Specifically, when an entrant SU requests access
to the spectrum, the GDB first computes how the addition
of that SU impacts the aggregate interference experienced
by the PU, and then allows the SU to access the spectrum
only if the estimated aggregate interference at the PU is
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below a predefined threshold. The practical advantage of
GDB-driven spectrum sharing over spectrum sensing-driven
spectrum sharing is that the former can more reliably identify
fallow spectrum and minimize the probability of interference
events. This makes GDB-driven spectrum sharing a critical
and FCC-mandated component of real-world sharing systems,
such as the Spectrum Access System (SAS)1 used in the 3.5
GHz Citizens Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) band [2].

Although using GDBs for spectrum sharing has many prag-
matic advantages, it raises a potentially serious operational
security (OPSEC) problem. For instance, SUs, through seem-
ingly innocuous queries to the database, may be able to collect
multiple database-responses to infer PUs’ operational param-
eters, such as their geolocation, times of operation, protected
contour, transmit power, antenna attributes, receiver sensitivity,
etc. [4]. When PUs are commercial systems, such as the case
in TV bands, OPSEC is not a major concern. However, in
federal-commercial spectrum sharing, where some of the PUs
are federal government systems including military and public
safety communication systems, the information revealed by
the databases may result in a serious breach of PUs’ OPSEC.
For example, PUs of 3.5 GHz band in the U.S. and 2.3− 2.4
GHz band in Europe include military radars, tactical systems,
satellite Earth stations, air traffic control and telemetry devices,
whose location privacy is extremely important for national
security. Therefore, devising techniques and policies for pro-
tecting the location privacy of these PUs, while, at the same
time, enabling commercial SUs to effectively utilize fallow
spectrum is a key challenge in realizing spectrum sharing in
these bands.

Recently, the FCC has mandated the consideration and im-
plementation of techniques and mechanisms to ensure OPSEC,
including PU location privacy, in sharing systems for the
CBRS band [2], [3]. It has been strongly emphasized that PUs’
operating parameters must be sufficiently obfuscated such that
inference attacks through repeated queries to the SAS can be
thwarted. Motivated by this, in this paper, we investigate one
of the key aspects of OPSEC—i.e., PUs’ location privacy—in
GDB-driven federal-commercial spectrum sharing. Our goal
is to understand the potential location-privacy threats that
may arise due to the information released by the SAS to
the SUs. We show that an adversary, by masquerading as
a legitimate SU, can make multiple queries to the database,
collect responses and use them to effectively infer the PUs’

1The Spectrum Access System is a term used in recent Federal Communi-
cations Commission (FCC) notices and publications to denote a network of
databases and supporting infrastructure deployed to enable dynamic spectrum
sharing.
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locations. We refer to this as a location inference attack.
Unfortunately, this problem cannot be fully or adequately
addressed by tightly controlling access to the database (unless
adversarial SUs are identified in advance with high certainty)
because other honest SUs need access to the database for
getting access to the fallow spectrum.

To counter location inference attacks, we propose an optimal
obfuscation strategy than can be implemented by a GDB to
preserve the location privacy of PUs. The GDB implements
this strategy and responds to queries made by SUs with obfus-
cated responses by optimally perturbing the actual responses.
One of our main objectives in this paper is to understand
and optimally balance the inevitable trade-off between PUs’
location privacy and loss in SUs’ spectrum access opportu-
nities due to obfuscated responses. Our proposed obfuscation
strategy is optimal in the sense that it maximizes the PUs’
location privacy while ensuring that the expected degradation
in SUs’ performance due to obfuscated responses does not
exceed a threshold. Privacy analysis of this kind may help
in wider adoption of dynamic spectrum sharing by allowing
privacy-aware PUs to quantify the risk posed to their privacy
and by providing specific techniques to mitigate that risk.

The core contributions of the paper are summarized below.

• We provide motivation for investigating the problem by
describing a location inference attack, based on Bayesian
learning, that can be used by adversarial SUs to infer the
locations of PUs in GDB-driven spectrum sharing. The
problem discussed in this paper is based on the real-world
security issues and performance constraints of the SAS
ecosystem being built for the CBRS band in the U.S.

• We describe how an adversary can make an inference
attack strategy by choosing the query locations optimally.
For an adversary, querying from an optimally chosen
location ensures that the utility of the location information
contained in the database response is maximized.

• We propose an optimal obfuscation strategy that can
be implemented by the GDB to counter the location
inference attack. In doing so, we identify a fundamental
trade-off between the PU’s privacy and the SU’s spectrum
utilization efficiency. The proposed strategy maximizes
the location privacy of PUs while ensuring that the
degradation in SUs’ utility due to obfuscated responses
(provided by the database) does not exceed a predeter-
mined threshold. We formulate the obfuscation problem
as a formal optimization problem.

• Using simulation results, we demonstrate the efficacy of
our proposed obfuscation strategy in countering location
inference attacks, including the location-inference strat-
egy described in the paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We provide
some technical background in Section II followed by related
work in Section III. Section IV introduces the location infer-
ence attack and adversary’s strategy for optimally choosing the
query locations. We present our proposed optimal obfuscation
strategy in Section V. Simulation results that illustrate the
performance of the proposed obfuscation scheme are presented
in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Database-Driven Spectrum Sharing

Realizing that the effectiveness of dynamic spectrum shar-
ing depends on proper spectrum management and coordination
among users that share the spectrum, the FCC adopted GDB-
driven spectrum sharing model in the U.S. TV bands [1].
The GDB provides centralized spectrum management among
other functionalities. The GDB has also been adopted for
enabling a three-tiered spectrum sharing model in the 3.5 GHz
band [2]. Specifically, a network of GDBs and supporting
infrastructure—often referred to as the SAS—has been man-
dated for enabling federal-commercial spectrum sharing in the
3.5 GHz band. The SAS is a dynamic database system that
computes aggregate interference on the fly and provides real-
time spectrum management. It dictates how and when SUs
access the spectrum. For example, when a SU sends a spec-
trum access query, the SAS uses a power allocation function
(generally defined by the regulatory agency) to compute the
maximum allowable transmit power at the query location and
responds to the query accordingly.

B. The Need for Location Privacy in GDB-Driven Sharing

In its Report and Order [3], the FCC finalized rules for
governing the innovative 3.5 GHz CBRS band. The Report
and Order prescribes federal-commercial spectrum sharing
through a network of GDBs (a.k.a. SAS) supported by a real-
time spectrum sensing system called Environmental Sensing
Capability (ESC). In particular, the SAS is fed with real-time
spectrum occupancy measurements from the ESC, which is
used to determine channel availability and to control spectrum
access. The SAS would need PUs’ operational parameters,
such as their locations, times of operation, receiver sensitivity,
etc., which are considered sensitive and must be protected from
exposure to a potential adversary. This is critical because some
of the PUs that currently operate in the 3.5 GHz band include
Department of Defense (DoD) radar systems, satellite Earth
stations, air traffic control and telemetry services, whose op-
erational privacy is extremely important for national security.

To address this issue, a common industry and government
standards body—namely, the Spectrum Sharing Committee
(SSC)—was created in 2015 within the Wireless Innovation
Forum (WinnForum). The SSC works with the FCC to support
the development and advancement of spectrum sharing tech-
nologies based on the three-tier architecture proposed for the
3.5 GHz CBRS band [5]. The main objective of this committee
is to ensure that the 3.5 GHz band can be successfully
commercialized through the creation of standards that will
encourage rapid development of the CBRS ecosystem, protect
incumbent operations and benefit all potential stakeholders
in the band. As a step forward, the Security Requirements
Working Group (SRWG) was formed under the SSC, and
was charged with defining the OPSEC requirements, includ-
ing location privacy, as well as the communication security
requirements for spectrum sharing ecosystems.

The WinnForum has drawn up security and privacy require-
ments in the 3.5 GHz band and acknowledged the importance
of implementing mechanisms to protect the location privacy
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of PUs (among other operational parameters) against inference
attacks carried out by legitimate SUs. The SRWG recently
released a draft of the standard that mandates the use of three
different obfuscation procedures to help preserve the location
privacy, among other operational parameters, of PUs [6]. These
procedures are: i) ESC position estimate uncertainty, i.e.,
requiring ESCs to ensure that the location of PU activity
cannot be accurately estimated or tracked; ii) obfuscating the
protected regions, a.k.a. exclusion zones2, of PUs before they
are incorporated into the SAS, and iii) requiring the SAS to
limit the information disclosure from query responses. In this
paper, we focus our study on the third procedure and provide
an optimal solution to thwart location inference attacks that
are based on repeated queries to the SAS [6].

In practice, an adversary may have capabilities to infer PUs’
locations through other sources, e.g., by employing a network
of spectrum sensing nodes. However, such attacks are not in-
stances of a pure database-inference attack—i.e., an inference
attack that is purely based on information released by the
database—and cannot be prevented by controlling/restricting
access to the database. Thus, the main concern of the FCC
and the DoD regarding PUs’ OPSEC in GDB-driven sharing
is the possible “lowering” of the threshold for adversaries
to gather sensitive information/intelligence which is made
possible by GDB-driven sharing. In other words, they are
concerned about adversaries gaining sensitive OPSEC-related
information/intelligence with minimal effort and with minimal
probability of detection. Deploying a network of sensors to
collect OPSEC information is certainly possible, but would
require much more effort and resources, and more importantly,
would be more readily detected by enforcement entities. GDB-
driven sharing makes intelligence gathering inherently easier
and more difficult to detect—this is the main concern shared
by the spectrum regulatory agencies and the PUs, viz., DoD.

C. Metrics for Quantifying Location Privacy

In [7], the authors discussed three metrics for evaluating
location inference attacks: i) uncertainty, ii) inaccuracy, and
iii) incorrectness. Suppose o denotes the information observed
by the adversary (e.g., database’s reply to a query). Also,
suppose that the information that the adversary extracts from
the observation is in the form of p(x|o), which is the probabil-
ity distribution for possible values of the PU’s location given
the observation. Uncertainty is the ambiguity of this posterior
distribution with respect to finding a unique answer (note that
a unique answer need not be the correct one). The uncertainty
is maximized if the result of a location inference attack is a
uniform distribution of the locations.

Because the attacker does not have infinite resources, the
result of a location inference attack is only an estimate,
p̂(x|o), of the posterior distribution, p(x|o). Inaccuracy is
the discrepancy between the distributions p(x|o) and p̂(x|o).
It has been shown that uncertainty and inaccuracy are only
indirect measures of location privacy [7], [4]. Alternatively,
the database can calculate the expected distance between the

2An exclusion zone is a spatial separation region defined around a PU
where co-channel and/or adjacent-channel transmissions are not allowed.

location inferred by the attacker and the PU’s true location.
This distance is called the incorrectness of the attacker’s
inference. Mathematically, incorrectness, IC, is defined as:

IC =
∑
i

pidi, (1)

where pi denotes an attacker’s belief about the presence of a
PU at a location that is di distance away from the PU’s actual
location.

Reference [7] formally justifies that the incorrectness of
the adversary’s inference attack (i.e., his expected estimation
error) determines the location privacy of users. Based on the
discussions provided in their seminal work, incorrectness is
the most appropriate metric for quantifying location privacy
because it reflects the physical measurement of distance and
relates to real-world user privacy requirements. The authors
also show that other metrics for location privacy, such as
entropy and k-anonymity, are indirect measures, and often
times, such metrics mis-estimate the true location privacy of
users. Subsequently, several recent papers have used incor-
rectness as a metric to quantify users’ location privacy [8]–
[11]. Therefore, throughout this paper, whenever an explicit
measure of PUs’ location privacy is required, we will also
use incorrectness as the metric even-though our subsequent
discussions apply for any location privacy metric in general.
Henceforth, we shall use the terms “location privacy” and
“incorrectness” interchangeably.

III. RELATED WORK

The proliferation of database-offered services (e.g., location
based services (LBS), where mobile users share their location
to obtain services such as getting directions, finding nearby
restaurants, etc.) has triggered considerable research efforts
that investigate methods to protect the privacy of users in such
settings. In this context, researchers have proposed several
methods to reduce the granularity of data representation in
order to keep the user data private. Most of the existing work—
e.g., sending space- or time-obfuscated versions of users’
attributes [12], [13], hiding some of the users’ attributes by
using mix zones [14], sending indistinguishable fake/dummy
queries [15], k-anonymity [16], l-diversity [17], t-closeness
[18], etc.—focus on preserving the privacy of users who seek
LBS by providing their locations to the database.

In contrast, the focus of this paper is to study the privacy
of database contents; i.e., PUs’ location information which
is stored in the database. While the objectives seem similar,
the location privacy issues of LBS and spectrum database
are clearly different. In LBS, the database is the “honest but
curious” adversary, whereas in GDB-driven spectrum sharing,
the querier is the “honest but curious” adversary. Also, obfus-
cation (adding intentional inaccuracies in location information)
degrades the quality of the services provided by the database
in both cases, but its impact is far greater in the latter due
to the negative impact on the PU in the form of harmful
interference. For example, in LBS, the use of obfuscated
location of the querying user does not make services offered
from any geographical region unusable. On the other hand,
in spectrum sharing, obfuscating PUs’ locations precludes an
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additional geographical area from being allowed for spectrum
sharing [19]. Furthermore, user anonymization schemes, such
as k-anonomity and k-clustering [4], are not applicable in
spectrum sharing, especially in cases where PUs may be
very sparse, and/or are operated by a single organization
(such as military radars operated by the DoD in 3.5 GHz
band), in which anonymization is not meaningful. Therefore,
the location privacy issue in LBS and GDB-driven spectrum
sharing are different problems and solutions for the former
cannot be used for the latter without non-trivial modifications.

Differential privacy [20] is another privacy-preserving tech-
nique that has gained considerable attention in recent years.
It provides a semantic privacy model with strong protec-
tion guarantees; it captures the amount of disclosure that
occurs due to the publication of sensitive data in addition
to mandating how the published data should look. The core
idea of differential privacy is that an aggregate result over a
database should be the same, whether or not a single entry
is present in the database. A generalization of differential
privacy, called “geo-indistinguishability”, has been studied in
[10] and [11] for protecting the location privacy of users in
LBSs. Unfortunately, the requirements of the SAS limit the
applicability of these techniques in safeguarding the privacy
of PUs. In particular, as discussed in reference [8], the overall
objective of spectrum sharing, i.e., offering improved spectrum
access opportunities to SUs while protecting PUs from harm-
ful interference, prevents the SAS from being differentially
private.

There is only a few existing work that addresses privacy
concerns in GDB-driven spectrum sharing. In [21], a taxonomy
of threats in spectrum sharing, along with several privacy
issues and respective countermeasures, are summarized. The
privacy of SUs in spectrum sharing is studied in [22], [23],
where the authors propose privacy-preserving mechanisms
based on the principle of private information retrieval. Simi-
larly, several other works have studied the issue of SU location
privacy in collaborative sensing [24]–[27]. However, PUs and
SUs play different roles in spectrum sharing, which precludes
the direct application of aforementioned works in addressing
the privacy concerns of PUs.

There are some recent works that propose solutions to
address the privacy concerns of both PUs and SUs in GDB-
driven spectrum sharing [28], [29]. The proposed solution
of [28] achieves bilateral utility maximization for both PUs
and SUs, but the SAS-SU protocol used in the paper is not
consistent with that specified in the standards. Furthermore,
the communication overhead inherent in the proposed scheme
might be a bottleneck in many spectrum sharing scenarios.
Reference [29] uses homomorphic encryption technique and
offers promising results in terms of both PU and SU privacy.
However, it has limitations in terms of query response time
and communication overhead, making it not a viable solution
for practical dynamic spectrum sharing scenarios.

Some practical approaches for addressing the PU privacy
problem are studied in [4], [8], [9], [19], [30]. In [4], the
authors propose several privacy-preserving techniques, based
on generalization techniques, such as k-anonymity and k-
clustering, for preserving the privacy of PUs. Unfortunately,

the performance of these techniques depends on spatial ori-
entations (i.e., relative locations) of PUs, and hence, they do
not perform effectively in all scenarios. Reference [8] studies
a privacy bound for PUs as the number of time slots until
which a desired level of PU privacy can be achieved. Reference
[9] provides simulation results to demonstrate the trade-off
between PU location privacy and SU spectrum utilization.
However, none of these papers provides a rigorous analysis of
the trade-off between PU location privacy and SU spectrum
utilization.

In this paper, we address the aforementioned limitations,
and propose an optimal obfuscation strategy that can be
implemented by a GDB to maximize PUs’ location privacy,
while at the same time, ensure that the degradation in SUs’
utility caused due to obfuscation is below a threshold. Our
methodology provides a formal framework for studying the
fundamental trade-off between PU location privacy and SU
spectrum utilization in spectrum sharing. While there has been
considerable amount of research on location privacy in the
context of LBS, to our best knowledge, this is one of the
few papers that rigorously analyzes PU location privacy in the
context of GDB-driven spectrum sharing.

IV. LOCATION INFERENCE ATTACK

In this section, we first describe the system model wherein
we provide the details of the database, the database access
protocol and a model for an adversary that makes inference
based on information obtained from the database. Then, we
describe an algorithm that an adversary can use for launching
a location inference attack against PUs. Finally, we introduce
two types of adversaries and compare their performances in
inferring the locations of PUs.

A. System Model

1) Database Governance Region: Let us assume that the
region served by a GDB is divided into X × Y identical
square grids, each of which is denoted by g(x, y), where
1 ≤ x ≤ X and 1 ≤ y ≤ Y denote the x coordinate and
the y coordinate of the grid, respectively. Suppose there are P
PUs and S SUs in the system. There are C equal-bandwidth
channels (say W MHz each) in the system, and all users
(both PUs and SUs) share these channels. PUs have primary
access to the channels whereas SUs can use them only if the
GDB determines that they do not cause harmful interference
to the PUs. Let us also assume that PUs are stationary—
i.e., the movement of each PU is confined to the grid in
which it is located. This assumption is valid for stationary PUs
(e.g., satellite earth stations, stationary or slow-moving radars,
etc), which is the main focus of this paper. In cases where
PUs are mobile (e.g., vehicle-mounted military radar systems,
tactical military communications systems, etc.), the problem of
location inference becomes a particle tracking problem [31],
and we discuss it in Section VI.

2) Transmit Power Allocation: The GDB implements a
transmit-power allocation (TPA) function for computing the
maximum allowable transmit power, Pts, that a SU can
transmit at its location without causing harmful interference
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to a co-channel PU. In practice, the TPA function is dictated
by a regulatory agency, such as the FCC or the NTIA, which
uses information such as propagation path-loss between the
querying SU and the nearest co-channel PU, PL, transmission
spectral mask of SU, terrain information, antenna attributes,
PU’s interference protection criteria, etc., to compute Pts.
Nevertheless, in simple terms, Pts depends on the interference
tolerance threshold of the PU and PL. Therefore, although
the attack model described here is applicable to any TPA
function in general, in this paper, we assume that for a given
interference tolerance threshold of the PU, the TPA function
is a function of PL and denote it as h(PL) for simplicity.

3) Database Access Protocol: The WinnForum’s Spectrum
Sharing Committee—which has been charged for defining the
OPSEC requirements for spectrum sharing in the 3.5 GHz
band—has recently finalized the rules/protocol for spectrum
access in the CBRS band (the 3.5 GHz band) [32]. According
to the WinnForum’s protocol, a CBSD first authenticates itself
to the SAS, and then submits a spectrum inquiry by specify-
ing a list of supported frequency bands/channels. The SAS
responds to the inquiry with spectrum availability information
on each of the channels specified in the spectrum inquiry.

Adhering to the standards, we consider a GDB query
protocol in which a SU sends a spectrum query, Q =
(ID, loc, A, ch), to the database, where:
• ID is the querying SU’s unique identifier,
• loc ∈ g(x, y) denotes its location coordinates,
• A denotes its antenna attribute information, and
• ch denotes the list of channels chi, i ∈ {1 . . .K} where
K ≤ C denotes the total number of channels specified in
the query. The SU seeks spectrum availability information
in all ch channels at its location.

The GDB uses ID to authenticate each user before granting
spectrum access. If the SU meets all regulatory requirements,
the GDB checks, for each channel chi, whether chi can be used
by the querying SU at loc while protecting the PUs from SU-
generated interference. Then, the GDB sends a query response,
R where each element of R is Ri = (chi, P

chi
ts , Ti) and i ∈

{1 . . .K}. Here, P chi
ts and Ti denote the maximum allowed

SU transmission power in chi, and time duration for which
the SU can transmit on chi, respectively.

Our prime interest in this paper is to study the relation
between the number of query responses and the information
revealed by such responses. To make the subsequent discus-
sion/analysis easy to follow and without the loss of generality,
henceforth, we assume that each query inquiry and response
contains information pertaining to a single channel. Therefore,
the notations ch, R, P chi

ts and Ti can be simplified as ch, R,
P ch
ts and T respectively. Note that our subsequent analysis is

applicable as it is even in cases where a query inquiry/response
consists of information pertaining to multiple channels. In
particular, the same inference principle can be applied to infer
the locations of PUs in each channel and the same obfuscation
strategy is applicable to obfuscate PUs’ locations in each
channel.

In practice, TPA functions are complex as they need to con-
sider the combined effect of aggregate interference, receiver
sensitivity, effective isotropic radiated power, etc. in protecting

PUs from SU-induced interference as well as in maximizing
spectrum utilization opportunities for SU. In this paper, we
assume that the GDB uses the following TPA function (see
Equation (2)) to allocate transmit power to the querying SU
in channel ch. This threshold-based TPA function considers
path loss (between the PU and the SU) and PU’s interference
tolerance threshold as primary constraints for calculating the
maximum allowable transmit power at the SU location. In the
absence of a standardized TPA function for the 3.5 GHz band,
our motivation for using the threshold-based TPA is based on
the FCC rules defined for the TV band [33]. Finally, it is
noteworthy that despite this choice of TPA function in our
analysis, the discussions and results are equally applicable to
systems that use any TPA function in general.

P ch
ts = h(PL) =


0, PL ≤ Pth1
P1, Pth1 < PL ≤ Pth2
P2, PL > Pth2,

(2)

where, Pth1 and Pth2 denote minimum required path loss
between the querying SU and the nearest co-channel PU for
allocating transmit powers P1 and P2, respectively. Clearly,
Pth1 < Pth2 and P1 < P2.

B. Adversary Model

We consider an adversary model in which the attacker has
deterministic knowledge of h(PL) as well as the propagation
model used by the GDB to compute PL. The attacker may
either be i) a single mobile SU that can move throughout
the region serviced by the GDB, send queries and collect
responses from the database, or ii) a group of colluding SUs in
the region. In our attack model, these two cases are equivalent.
Throughout the paper, we shall use the term “adversary” to
refer to both cases.

The adversary may have some prior incomplete information
regarding PUs’ locations (e.g., by hacking some of the ESC
nodes or by obtaining information from previous spectrum
occupancy data), and it tries to update this prior belief by
observing query responses. Here, the attacker is honest-but-
curious, i.e., the attacker comprises of legitimate SUs that
make honest queries to the GDB (does not send false loc and
ID) and collects responses (does not violate the transmission
rules specified in the response), but uses them to infer PUs’
locations. In such a setting, the leakage of PUs’ location infor-
mation is inherent because the database uses such information
to provide responses to queries.

C. Inference Algorithm

Here, we present the location inference attack as Algo-
rithm 1. The algorithm uses a series of database query
responses—which by themselves do not directly reveal PUs’
locations—to infer the PUs’ locations. Note that, as specified
in references [12] and [8], the problem of inferring PUs’
locations given a set of observations (query responses) is
a pure instance of Bayesian inference. The adversary has
incomplete information about PU’s true location, and it con-
tinuously updates its hypothesis about this location based on
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observations in the form of query responses. In other words,
the adversary observes the spectrum query response provided
by the database, it knows the TPA function and the database’s
obfuscation strategy, and it has a prior incomplete information
about PUs’ locations. Using this information, the adversary
implements Bayesian inference strategy for computing its
posterior belief, and hence, infer PUs’ locations.

Let us define a Bernoulli random variable, B(ch)xy , that is
equal to 1 if a PU is active on channel ch in grid g(x, y), and
is 0 otherwise. Let P (B(ch)xy = 1) = p

(ch)
xy and P (B(ch)ij = 0) =

1−p(ch)xy , where P (.) denotes the probability of an event. The
adversary begins the inference attack by initializing the values
of p(ch)xy for all x, y, and ch based on its side information. For
instance, if we assume the attacker believes that there is at
least one PU operating on each channel in the GDB service
area—i.e,. in each channel, there is at least one PU in one
of the X × Y equal-area grids, it initializes p(ch)xy = 1

XY for
all values of x, y, and ch. Then, after receiving each query
response, the attacker updates p(ch)xy which reflects its inference
about the locations of PUs in each channel. Based on the TPA
function considered in this study (see Equation (2)), there are
three possible update scenarios.

• Case 1: R = (ch, P ch
ts = P2, T ). P ch

ts = P2 indicates that
there is no PU operating on channel ch in any grids that
have path loss values less-than-or-equal-to Pth2 from the
query location. However, this reply does not reveal any
information about the presence/absence of PUs in other
grids. The attacker sets p(ch)xy = 0 for all grids that have
path loss values smaller-than-or-equal-to Pth2 from loc,
but it does not alter p(ch)xy values for other grids and for
other channels.

• Case 2: R = (ch, P ch
ts = P1, T ). P ch

ts = P1 indicates that
there is no PU operating on channel ch in any grid that
has a path loss value smaller-than-or-equal-to Pth1 from
loc. It also implies that there is at least one PU operating
on channel ch in grids that have path loss values between
Pth1 and Pth2 from loc. In this case, the database sets
p
(ch)
xy = 0 for all grids that have path loss values less-

than-or-equal-to Pth1 from loc. The update mechanism
for p(ch)xy , for grids that have path loss values between
Pth1 and Pth2 from loc, is described below.
Let us define p-grids as the grids where a PU is likely
to be present (as inferred from the database response).
In this case, p-grids for channel ch are the grids that
have path loss values between Pth1 and Pth2 from loc

and have p(ch)xy 6= 0. The attacker updates p(ch)xy for each
p-grid using the Bayes’ rule. Suppose G denotes the
number of p-grids, event H represents the hypothesis of
the existence of a PU in a p-grid, and event O denotes
the attacker’s observation (extracted from the database’s
response) that there is a PU in grid g(x, y) or one of the
other G−1 p-grids. If event Hc denotes the absence of a
PU in g(x, y), then the probability of observing the same
p-grids, P (O|Hc), is G−1

G (existence of a PU in one of
the other G− 1 p-grids). The Bayes rule indicates that:

P (H|O) =
P (O|H)P (H)

P (O|H)P (H) + P (O|Hc)P (Hc)

=
1× p(ch)xy

1× p(ch)xy + G−1
G × (1− p(ch)xy )

=
p
(ch)
xy

1− 1
G (1− p(ch)xy )

.

(3)

Therefore, for all the p-grids for channel ch, the attacker
uses Equation (3) to compute P (H|O) and updates p(ch)xy

to P (H|O).
Note that when G is a large value, p(ch)xy does not change
significantly, but for small values of G, p(ch)xy escalates
quickly. In the extreme case when G = 1, p(ch)xy = 1.

• Case 3: R = (ch, P ch
ts = 0, T ). P ch

ts = 0 implies that there
is at least one PU operating on channel ch in grids that
have path loss values smaller-than-or-equal-to Pth1 from
loc. Therefore, the attacker uses Equation (3) to update
inference probabilities for all grids that have path loss
values smaller-than-or-equal-to Pth1 from loc on channel
ch. Note that, in this case, p-grids denote the grids that
have path loss values less-than-or-equal-to Pth1 from loc
on channel ch.

Algorithm 1 Location Inference Attack

Input: Sequence of queries Q = {Q1, Q2, · · · , QN} and
their corresponding responses R = {R1, R2, · · · , RN}.

Output: Updated inference probabilities, p(ch)xy , for all x, y
and ch.

1: Initialize p(ch)xy for all x, y and ch.
2: for i = 1, . . . , N , do
3: Send query Qi to the database.
4: Receive database response, Ri.
5: if Ri = (ch, P ch

ts = P2, T ) then
6: Set p(ch)xy = 0 for all g(x, y) that have path loss values

less-than-or-equal-to Pth2 from loc.
7: else if Ri = (ch, P ch

ts = P1, T ) then
8: Set p(ch)xy = 0 for all g(x, y) that have path loss values

less-than-or-equal-to Pth1 from loc.
9: Update p

(ch)
xy for all p-grids for channel ch using

Equation (3).
10: else if Ri = (ch, P ch

ts = 0, T ) then
11: Update p(ch)xy for all g(x, y) for channel ch that have

path loss values less than or equal to Pth1 from loc
using Equation (3)

12: end if
13: end for

The adversary (recall that this also denotes a group of
colluding adversaries) makes multiple queries, say N queries,
to the database from different grids and updates p(ch)xy after
receiving each query response. The updated p

(ch)
xy values

represent the result of the location inference attack.
In Figure 1, we demonstrate the performance of Algorithm

1 in inferring PUs’ locations when the adversary is random.
We define random adversary as the one that sends multiple
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Fig. 1: Performance of the location inference attack when
the attacker makes queries from randomly chosen grids.

queries to the database from randomly chosen locations—
i.e., for each query, it randomly chooses one among all
the grids. As expected, the incorrectness of the attacker’s
inference decreases monotonically with the increase in number
of database responses. Each query response reveals some
information about co-channel PUs’ location, and hence the
result.

D. Strategic Adversary

In practice, an adversary will likely try to maximize the
efficacy of a location inference attack by choosing the query
locations strategically. We refer to such an adversary as a
strategic adversary. In particular, a strategic adversary chooses
the query locations optimally, and hence, ensures that the
useful information contained in the database response is
maximized. This minimizes the PUs’ location privacy (incor-
rectness in our case). In this subsection, we describe how a
strategic adversary chooses the next query location to achieve
the aforementioned objective. If a strategic adversary pursues
to threaten the location privacy of PUs in a particular channel,
it sends multiple spectrum inquiries for that channel from
optimally chosen query locations and collects corresponding
responses to facilitate the inference.

In Section V, we will provide details regarding the GDB’s
optimal location-privacy preserving strategy. We will learn that
the GDB preserves the PUs’ location privacy by replying to
an SU’s query with an obfuscated response, R′, instead of
the actual response, R. This implies that the actual response
will be hidden from the querying SU. In such scenario, given a
query location, loc, the adversary can calculate the conditional
expected incorrectness for an arbitrary obfuscated response,
R′, and an arbitrary PU’s location, PUloc, as follows:

IE[IC|loc, R′,PUloc] = IC (I,PUloc) ,

where IE[.] denotes an expectation operator; I = u(I(−1), R′)
is an inference matrix that represents the updated inference
probabilities, p(ch)xy , after observing R′; and u(I(−1), R′) is a
function that updates the previous inference matrix, I(−1), to
I after observing R′ using the location inference algorithm
described in Algorithm 1.

For a query made from loc, let P (R′|loc) denote the
probability that the querying SU observes R′ as the GDB’s
response. Also, let P (PUloc) denote the attacker’s belief
about the location of PU at grid PUloc. For an adversary,
P (PUloc) corresponds to the updated inference probabilities
after observing the most recent query response.

Similar to the design of any state-of-the-art privacy-
preserving mechanisms, we assume that an adversary has
knowledge of the GDB’s location-privacy preserving strat-
egy, but not the input parameters. The GDB’s strategy
will be discussed in detail in Section V. Using the
GDB’s optimal strategy, the adversary can compute F∗ =
{f∗(R′|R)|I(−1),∀R′ ∈ R} for each possible loc. Here, the
notation R represents the set of all possible obfuscated re-
sponses for a given R, and F∗ denotes the optimal obfuscation
strategy, which represents a set of obfuscation probabilities.
Each element of F∗—i.e., f∗(R′|R)—denotes the probability
that the actual response R is replaced with an obfuscated
response R′. Provided this, the expected incorrectness for a
given loc and an arbitrary R can be written as,

IE[IC|loc, R] =
∑
R′

(
f∗(R′|R)

∑
PUloc

P (PUloc) IC (I,PUloc)

)
.

Recall that the database hides the actual response R from
the adversary. This forces the adversary to compute the ex-
pectation of incorrectness over all possible R. Also, as we
shall learn later in Section V, the term f∗(R′|R) (and hence
IE[IC|loc, R]) is conditional on Cmax, a parameter used by
the database to control the obfuscation level. This tunable
parameter is independent of the query location loc and is
hidden from the adversary, which forces the latter to compute
the expectation of incorrectness over all possible Cmax values.
Therefore, the adversary computes the expected incorrectness
for a given loc as follows,

IE[IC|loc] =
∑
R

{
P (R|loc)

∑
Cmax

P (Cmax)IE[IC|loc, R]

}
. (4)

where, P (Cmax) denotes the probability with which the at-
tacker believes that the database uses Cmax as the obfuscation
parameter. Since the adversary in general does not know the
value of Cmax used by the database, it may assume a uniform
distribution over all possible Cmax values and set P (Cmax)
accordingly.

For a strategic adversary, the query location that mini-
mizes the location privacy of PUs is the one that minimizes
IE[IC|loc]. Therefore, the adversary solves Equation (5) to find
the optimal query location, loc∗, in each iteration of Algorithm
1. Note that, for a collusion attack, i.e., an attacker representing
a group of malicious SUs, the solution of Equation (5) can be
used to select the SU whose query response (database response
to the query made from this SU’s location) yields maximum
information about PUs’ locations.

In Figure 2, we compare the performance of the strategic
adversary against the random adversary. Clearly, the former
outperforms the latter. The strategic adversary is able to
reduce the incorrectness of its inference in very few queries
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loc∗ = argmin
loc

IE[IC|loc]

= argmin
loc

∑
R

(
P (R|loc)

∑
Cmax

P (Cmax)IE[IC|loc, R]

)

= argmin
loc

∑
R

[
P (R|loc)

∑
Cmax

{
P (Cmax)

∑
R′

(
f∗(R′|R)

∑
PUloc

P (PUloc) IC (I,PUloc)

)}]
. (5)
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Fig. 2: Location-inference results of a random adversary
versus a strategic adversary.

as compared to the random adversary, making the location-
inference-attack more efficient.

V. OPTIMAL LOCATION-PRIVACY PRESERVING STRATEGY

A. Perturbation based Obfuscation

The perturbation based obfuscation method (a.k.a. random
obfuscation method) is a technique for privacy-preserving
databases that uses data distortion in order to mask the attribute
values of records. In this method, sufficiently large noise is
added to the database contents for preventing the recovery
of these values by an adversary. Alternatively, noise can also
be added to the database responses. One key advantage of
perturbation is that it is relatively simple, and it does not
require knowledge of the distribution of other records in
the data. Perhaps, the most basic perturbation methods used
in privacy-preserving databases is the additive noise, which
is why we use it as a basis for designing our proposed
location-privacy preserving scheme. Moreover, perturbation-
with-noise can be considered as a generalization of several
other obfuscation techniques, such as enlarging the protected
contours [4], [9], adding dummy PUs [8], [19], etc., that have
been extensively studied in the literature. In this method, the
database replaces the original response, R, with a response
R′ = R + η where η is the additive noise. Since the querier
(adversary) observes R′ instead of R and makes inference
based on it, this scheme improves the privacy of the database
contents (in our case, PUs’ locations). Note that obfuscating
database responses is equivalent to obfuscating PUs’ locations.

B. Trade-off between Privacy and Spectrum Utilization

The perturbation-based obfuscation scheme can be imple-
mented in privacy-preserving spectrum databases as follows.
The original response, R = (ch, P ch

ts , T ), is modified to
R′ = (ch, P ch′

ts , T ), where P ch′

ts = P ch
ts + ε and ε is a

non-positive random noise. Here, P ch
ts is the actual available

transmit power in channel ch at the query location (computed
using Equation (2)), and it is replaced by the perturbed
transmit power, P ch′

ts , for generating the obfuscated response.
Since ε ≤ 0, P ch′

ts ≤ P ch
ts . This is desired because, otherwise,

P ch′

ts > P ch
ts (i.e., allowing a SU to transmit with a power

higher than the actual allowed maximum transmit power) will
likely result in harmful interference to the PUs. Intuitively,
adding a non-positive ε to P ch

ts is equivalent to enlarging the
protection contour of the PU.

Suppose that a SU in each grid is a network (e.g., a
Long Term Evolution (LTE) network) consisting of a sin-
gle transmitter/eNodeB/access point and multiple (say NUE)
receivers/user equipments (UEs). Also assume that the SU
network uses the available shared channel as a supplemental
downlink channel. When the SU transmitter uses a transmit
power of P ch

ts Watts, the SU network’s downlink capacity, Cch
su ,

in bits per second (bps)—which is a metric we use to quantify
the SU network’s spectrum utilization efficiency—is given by
the Shannon’s channel capacity theorem:

Cch
su =W

NUE∑
i=1

ζilog2(1 + SINRi)

=W
NUE∑
i=1

ζilog2

(
1 +

λiP
ch
ts

Ichi

)
,

(6)

where ζi denotes the fraction of time spent for transmissions to
the ith SU receiver, SINRi =

λiP
ch
ts

Ichi
denotes the signal to noise

and interference ratio in the link between the SU transmitter
and the ith SU receiver, λi denotes the attenuation-factor due
to signal propagation from the SU transmitter to the ith SU
receiver, and Ichi represents the aggregate interference and
noise in the link.

Similarly, for an obfuscated response (P ch
ts replaced by

P ch′

ts ), the SU network’s downlink capacity, Cch′

su , is given by

Cch′

su =W
NUE∑
i=1

ζilog2

(
1 +

λiP
ch′

ts

Ichi

)
. (7)

In our model, we assume that the database response dictates
the maximum transmit power of the SU transmitter, but not of
the SU UEs (because our assumption is that the shared channel
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is used for downlink transmissions only and that there exists
a dedicated channel for uplink transmissions). Hence, for a
given set of λi and Ichi , the total loss in SU network capacity
due to the obfuscated response from the database is,

∆Cch
su = Cch

su − Cch′

su

=W
NUE∑
i=1

ζi

{
log2

(
1 +

λiP
ch
ts

Ichi

)
− log2

(
1 +

λiP
ch′

ts

Ichi

)}

=W
NUE∑
i=1

ζilog2

(
Ichi

+ λiP
ch
ts

Ichi
+ λiP ch′

ts

)
.

(8)
Since P ch′

ts ≤ P ch
ts and ∆Cch

su ≥ 0, a SU network ex-
periences a non-negative loss in downlink capacity due to
obfuscation. A greater amount of obfuscation (i.e., adding
more noise to responses) results in improved location privacy,
but at the same time, the difference between P ch

ts and P ch′

ts

becomes larger. This results in larger ∆Cch
su , which implies

lower spectrum utilization efficiency (measured in bps). On the
other hand, less obfuscation results in reduced location privacy
but offers improved spectrum utilization efficiency. Clearly,
there is an inherent trade-off between the PUs’ location
privacy and the SUs’ spectrum utilization efficiency.

C. Optimal Obfuscation Strategy

An ideal obfuscation strategy is the one that applies maxi-
mum obfuscation if the query is originated from an adversary
and applies no obfuscation otherwise. However, in an insider-
attack model, such as the case-in-hand, it is often difficult, if
not impossible, to deterministically identify the adversary just
by observing a single query. Therefore, in order to protect the
location privacy of PUs, the database should either obfuscate
every query response, or it should learn the nature of queries
and only obfuscate those responses that are more likely to
reveal more information about PUs’ locations. Here, we define
an optimal obfuscation strategy as a strategy that maximizes
PUs’ location privacy while ensuring that the loss in spectrum
utilization, caused due to obfuscated responses, is less than a
threshold.

Similar to the design of any other privacy-preserving sys-
tem, we assume that the privacy-preserving entity (i.e., the
database) does not know the attacker’s exact inference strategy
but knows its best possible strategy (Bayesian inference in the
case of database inference attacks). However, regardless of the
strategy used by the adversary, the database is able to keep
track of the information revealed through its query responses.
For example, if the database responded to a previous query
with transmit power P2 in channel ch, it knows that the
querying entity has knowledge of the absence of PUs in grids
that have path loss less-than-or-equal-to Pth1 from the query
location. Consequently, the database leverages this informa-
tion, along with the current query location, to compute the best
obfuscation strategy for generating the current response. Note
that while the database is able to thwart any inference that is
inferred directly from the query responses, it cannot prevent
the inference resulting from other sources. For example, an
adversary may have sensing capabilities, in which case it

can perform sensing operations to infer the locations of PUs.
However, in general, the database is unaware of the attacker’s
resources/capabilities and side information, and it is often
difficult to counter the adversary’s inference in such cases.
Moreover, when the adversary infers PUs’ locations using
other sources, such inference attack is not an instance of a
purely database-inference attack, and hence, such attacks are
out of the scope of this paper.

On the other hand, we assume that an adversary has knowl-
edge of the database’s optimal obfuscation strategy. In such
scenario, it is possible for the adversary to reverse engineer
and nullify the effect of obfuscation if the database uses a de-
terministic obfuscation. Therefore, a probabilistic obfuscation
scheme that adds uncertainty to the adversary’s inference even
when the adversary knows the database’s obfuscation strategy
is desired. Henceforth, we seek to compute a probability
distribution function that can be used to optimally obfuscate
the database response such that doing so maximizes the
PUs’ location privacy on average, under the SUs’ constraints
regarding spectrum utilization efficiency.

Let F = {f(R′|R)|I(−1),∀R′ ∈ R} denote an arbitrary
obfuscation strategy, where R denotes the set of all possible
obfuscated responses, R′, when the actual response is R.
Given the information revealed until the beginning of current
query, F represents a set of probabilities where each entry,
f(R′|R), denotes the probability of obfuscating R with R′.
Recall that R′ is generated by replacing P ch

ts with P ch′

ts such
that P ch′

ts ≤ P ch
ts . Assuming finite discrete values of P ch′

ts ,
specifically, P ch′

ts ∈ {0, P1, P2}, F represents an obfuscation
strategy that satisfies the following equation:∑

R′

f(R′|R) = 1, ∀R. (9)

The expected location privacy, a.k.a. incorrectness, achieved
by F is

IE[IC| F ] =
∑
R′

f(R′|R)IC (I,PUloc) ,

where I = u(I(−1), R′) is an updated inference matrix that
represents the information regarding PUs’ locations that is
revealed by the database through query responses, including
the current response R′. The notation u(I(−1), R′) denotes a
function that updates the inference matrix, I(−1), to I after
observing R′ using the Bayesian inference algorithm discussed
in Section IV.

While the main goal of the optimal obfuscation strategy
is to maximize IE[IC|F ], its secondary goal is to minimize
the adverse effect of obfuscation on spectrum utilization.
Therefore, in the optimization problem formulation of the
optimal obfuscation strategy, the objective function, O, is to
maximize:

O = IE
[
(αIC− β∆Cch

su)|F
]

=
∑
R′

{αf(R′|R)IC (I,PUloc)}

− βW
∑
R′

{
f(R′|R)

NUE∑
i=1

ζilog2

(
Ichi

+ λiP
ch
ts

Ichi
+ λiP ch′

ts

)}
, (10)
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F∗ = argmax
F

∑
R′

[
f(R′|R)

{
αIC (I,PUloc)− βW

NUE∑
i=1

ζilog2

(
Ichi

+ λiP
ch
ts

Ichi
+ λiP ch′

ts

)}]

subject to: W
∑
R′

{
f(R′|R)

NUE∑
i=1

ζilog2

(
Ichi

+ λiP
ch
ts

Ichi
+ λiP ch′

ts

)}
≤ Cmax

∑
R′

f(R′|R) = 1 (11)

where, the weights α and β correspond to the relative impor-
tance of location privacy and spectrum utilization respectively.
For example, if a regulator wants to prioritize location privacy
over spectrum utilization, then it would choose α > β.

As discussed before in Section V-B, the performance of
perturbation-based obfuscation strategy is directly proportional
to the amount of noise added in the query response. Unfortu-
nately, more noise corresponds to less spectrum utilization. Let
us assume that the maximum tolerable expected loss in a SU’s
link capacity per query is Cmax. This forces the database to
constrain the amount of noise that can be added in each query
response. Mathematically, this constraint can be expressed as,

IE
[
∆Cch

su|F
]
≤ Cmax

i.e.,W
∑
R′

{
f(R′|R)

NUE∑
i=1

ζilog2

(
Ichi

+ λiP
ch
ts

Ichi + λiP ch′
ts

)}
≤ Cmax

(12)
Combining Equations (9), (10), and (12), the database

formulates the optimization problem specified by Equation
(11) for finding the optimal obfuscation strategy. This strategy
primarily depends on two factors: (i) information revealed by
the database until the immediately preceding query response,
and (ii) the current query location submitted by the attacker.
This strategy works because the actual response R and the
obfuscation parameter Cmax are hidden from the adversary.
The database injects false positive responses (by replacing R
with R′) and dilutes the information revealed by the query
responses, which, in turn, makes it difficult for the adversary
to infer the PUs’ locations.

The optimization problem specified in (11) is a linear
programming (LP) problem, and it can be solved by using
any of the readily available LP solvers. Note that although we
define optimal obfuscation with respect to the incorrectness
metric, our problem formulation is equally applicable even
when the location privacy is defined in terms of a different
metric.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the
proposed obfuscation strategy in countering an adversary’s
location inference attack. The trade-off between PUs’ location
privacy and loss in SU link capacity due to obfuscation is also
analyzed in detail.

Let us define a database governance area as a 15 km by 15
km square area, which is divided into 15 by 15 square grids,

each with a side length of 1 km. For simplicity, let us assume
that the average radio propagation path loss is only a function
of distance between the two wireless nodes. Suppose Pth1 and
Pth2 correspond to path loss values at a distance of 1 km and
2 km respectively. The channel bandwidth, W , is assumed to
be 10 MHz. Also, for simplicity and for abstracting away the
details of radio wave propagation and aggregate interference,
let us assume, without loss of generality, NUE = 1, ζ1 = 1,
λ1

Ich1
= τ (a constant), and set P1 = 1

τ Watt and P2 = 2
τ Watt.

An attacker (or a group of colluding attackers) launches a
location inference attack by making multiple queries to the
database from multiple grids at different time slots. Similar
to any insider-attack model, the attacker truthfully reports its
location (i.e., the center of the grid in which it is located)
and strictly follows the instructions provided in the database
response, but it keeps track of all database responses, and
uses them to infer the PUs’ locations. We study two types
of adversaries as discussed in Section IV: (i) random attacker
(RA), which randomly chooses the query locations, and (ii)
strategic attacker (SA), which uses Equation (5) to find the
best query location that minimizes the location privacy of PUs
on average.

The database implements obfuscation strategy and responds
to each query with either a true response or an obfuscated
response. Specifically, we compare two obfuscation strategies:
(i) random obfuscation (RO) in which all possible obfuscated
responses (this also includes the true response) are chosen with
equal probabilities, and (ii) optimal obfuscation (OO) strategy
which refers to our proposed scheme, the solution of Equation
(11). Henceforth, whenever we compare these two strategies,
we ensure that the average loss in SUs’ spectrum utilization
per query response is same in both cases, which justifies a fair
comparison between the two.

Based on these attacker and database strategies, we define
the following 4 scenarios, and perform a comparative perfor-
mance analysis.

• Random Attacker, Random Obfuscation (RARO)
• Random Attacker, Optimal Obfuscation (RAOO)
• Strategic Attacker, Random Obfuscation (SARO)
• Strategic Attacker, Optimal Obfuscation (SAOO)

We assume that the strategic attacker has complete knowl-
edge of the database’s optimal obfuscation strategy and the
range of Cmax values, but it does not know the actual value of
Cmax used in the optimal obfuscation. Therefore, the strategic
attacker minimizes the expectation of location privacy (i.e.,
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Fig. 3: Inferring the locations of stationary PUs. The actual locations are denoted by ’X’.

incorrectness) over all possible Cmax values as expressed in
Equation (5).

In our simulations, the performance of each scenario is
computed as the average over 100 simulation runs. Also,
we assume that location privacy and spectrum utilization are
equally important considerations in spectrum sharing, and
hence we set α = β = 1 in Equation (11).

A. Inferring the Locations of Stationary PUs

Here, we demonstrate the performance of an adversary in
inferring the locations of stationary PUs. Let us assume that
a single stationary PU is located in grid (5, 5). Note that our
assumption of a single PU has a purpose: we want to highlight
the effectiveness of optimal obfuscation strategy in hiding the
true location of the PU. Nevertheless, our simulation results
are equally relevant for the case with multiple PUs. In such a
case, our results can be interpreted as the average performance
for multiple PUs.

In Figure 3, we provide visualizations of an adversary’s in-
ference after it collects 75 query responses from the database.
Here, the color map denotes the adversary’s belief about the
presence of a PU in a grid. Since we assume that the adversary
does not precisely know the total number of PUs present in the
map, these plots represent the relative belief (un-normalized
probability) but not the probability in a formal sense.

When the adversary uses strategic inference and the
database uses the random obfuscation strategy (SARO sce-
nario), the adversary can accurately infer the actual location
of the PU (see Figure 3(c)). This is because when the noise
is generated from the same distribution (recall that the ran-
dom obfuscation strategy samples responses from a uniform
distribution over all possible obfuscated responses), then an
adversary can issue multiple queries and calculate the average
of the responses to infer the PU’s true location. However,
when the adversary and the database both use random strate-
gies (RARO scenario), the adversary’s inference has large
uncertainty regarding the location of the PU. By comparing
SARO against RARO, we can observe the effectiveness of the
strategic adversary in reducing the uncertainty of the inference.

Interestingly, when the random adversary launches an in-
ference attack against a database that implements optimal ob-
fuscation (RAOO scenario), the database can effectively force
the adversary to wrongly infer the locations of PUs with high
certainty. Figure 3(b) shows the results. Here, the adversary,

with high certainty, believes that there are multiple PUs located
at several grids, while in fact, there is only a single PU located
at grid (5, 5). However, it is noteworthy that the inferred grids
are located far from the grid in which the PU is located. This
results in very high location privacy (incorrectness) for the
PU. Lastly, Figure 3(d) demonstrates the performance of the
strategic adversary against the optimal obfuscation strategy
(SAOO scenario). Here also, we can see the uncertainty in
adversary’s inference due to obfuscated responses generated
by the database using the optimal obfuscation strategy.

B. Effect of Number of Queries

Figure 4(a) shows the effect of the number of query re-
sponses collected by the attacker on PUs’ location privacy.
Without obfuscation (the bottom-most curves of all plots in
Figure 4(a)), location privacy declines sharply as the attacker
gets access to increasing number of query responses. This
effect is more pronounced when the attacker chooses the query
locations optimally using Equation (5). The database response
for a query performed from an optimally chosen grid provides
maximum expected information about the locations of PUs,
and hence the result.

Figure 4(a) can also be interpreted in another way. For
instance, if our interest is in studying the change in location
privacy with respect to time, we can easily do so by dividing
the number of queries (the current x-axis) by the average
query frequency (i.e., the average number of queries per unit
time) such that the new x-axis denotes the time duration. Such
study helps in analyzing the time duration for which a desired
privacy level can be reliably achieved. We do not provide such
plots in this paper due to space limitations.

Referring to Figure 4(a), as Cmax increases, the false posi-
tives in the database responses also increase which results in
better location privacy. However, for the random obfuscation
strategy (see Figures 4(a) i) and 4(a) iii)), irrespective of
the attacker’s strategy, increasing Cmax leads to only a slight
improvement in location privacy. Since only few randomly
chosen responses are obfuscated, the effect of false positive
responses is often nullified by unobfuscated responses. Specifi-
cally, for SARO (see Figure 4(a) iii)), increasing Cmax does not
seem to have much improvement on location privacy because
this scenario models a strong attack (strong/strategic attack
but weak/random obfuscation). The gain in location privacy
obtained by the obfuscated responses is negligible because
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(a) Effect of number of queries on location privacy
for different attacker-database strategies.
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Fig. 4: Comparative performance of different attacker-database strategies. In subfigure (a), each curve in each sub-subfigure
represents different Cmax values, where the bottom-most curve corresponds to the smallest Cmax value and the uppermost curve
corresponds to the largest Cmax value. In sub-figures (b) and (c), the legend of sub-subfigure i) applies to all sub-subfigures.

the database obfuscates only a few randomly chosen responses
whereas the adversary chooses the query locations optimally.

Initially, location privacy is high, say LP0, when the
database does not reveal any information to the attacker (when
the attacker does not have access to query responses), and it
decreases as the attacker collects more number of responses.
Surprisingly, when the database implements optimal obfus-
cation strategy (see Figures 4(a) ii) and 4(a) iv)) with large
Cmax, location privacy after a large number of query responses
is even higher than LP0. At first, this result seems counter-
intuitive. However, recall that according to incorrectness met-
ric (Equation (1)), location privacy is maximum when the
adversary confidently, i.e., with high probability, believes that
a PU is located in a grid that is far away from PU’s true
location. In other words, if d represents a vector of di, then
according to Equation (1), IC is maximum when pi = 1 for
di = max (d) and pi = 0 otherwise. The optimal obfuscation
strategy exploits this fact and injects false positives in the
database responses optimally. These false positives mislead
the attacker into believing that a PU is located very far from
its actual location. As a result, the optimal obfuscation strategy
provides high location privacy to the PU even after the attacker
collects a large number of query responses.

C. Effect of Cmax

In Figure 4(b), we compare the performance of the attacker
and database strategies with respect to location privacy for
different numbers of query responses and Cmax values. Clearly,
the strategic adversary always outperforms the random adver-
sary for all Cmax values, for any database strategy and for

any number of query responses. Similarly, the optimal obfus-
cation strategy outperforms the random obfuscation strategy
at all Cmax values. The gap between their performance curves
widens as Cmax increases which demonstrates the effectiveness
of the optimal obfuscation scheme in injecting false positives
in database responses.

D. Trade-off between PU Privacy and SU Utility

Figure 4(c) illustrates the inherent trade-off between the
PUs’ location privacy and spectrum utilization efficiency.
Specifically, each sub-figure in Figure 4(c) shows the trade-
off curves after an attacker collects a specific number of
query responses. As expected, the SARO scenario offers the
worst trade-off situation as the strategic adversary is still able
to make correct inference when the database adopts random
obfuscation. On the other hand, the RAOO scenario provides
the best trade-off—i.e., even with a small loss in the SUs’
link capacity, the gain in location privacy is significantly
high because the optimal obfuscation strategy is successful
in hiding PUs’ true location to the random adversary. Unlike
the case with random obfuscation strategy, when the database
implements optimal obfuscation strategy, the location privacy
increases monotonically with increasing Cmax irrespective of
adversary’s strategy, which demonstrates the effectiveness of
the optimal obfuscation scheme in balancing the trade-off
between location privacy and spectrum utilization.

E. Inferring the Trajectory/Path of Mobile PUs

In this subsection, we extend our analysis and illustrate
how an adversary can infer the trajectory/path of a mobile
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Fig. 5: Inferring the trajectory/path of a mobile PU.
(without obfuscation).
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Fig. 6: Inferring the trajectory/path of a mobile PU.
(with obfuscation).

PU. Examples of mobile PUs include vehicle-mounted military
radar systems, tactical military communications systems, etc.
that operate in the shared spectrum. Note that the knowledge
of the path of movement of the PU may allow an adversary
to infer the origins, intermediate transits and intended destina-
tions of PUs. Therefore, mission-critical PUs require that their
trajectories be obfuscated.

Suppose that the region of interest is an area represented
by 15 × 15 grids of square cells, where the side length of
each cell is 1 km. Let us assume that a PU is moving within
this region. For characterizing the movement of the PU, we
assume a random walk mobility model. Using this model, the
PU, in each step/time-slot, decides with equal probability to
move either to the east, west, north or south. Similarly, the
adversary, in each step/time-slot, queries the database from a

randomly selected grid, observes the database response and
uses it to infer the current position of the PU.

For the adversary, we assume that it implements a particle
filter for inferring the path of the mobile PU. We will not pro-
vide the details of particle filter, but rather, refer the interested
readers to [31]. In general, the particle filter algorithm goes
through three phases in each time step: i) prediction, ii) update,
and iii) resample. In our implementation, the adversary uses
database responses to update the particle weights.

Figure 5 illustrates the results of an inference of a mobile
PU in terms of its X-grid and Y-grid position. Here, it is
assumed that the database responds truthfully to each query
generated by the SU. This represents the case where the
database does not use any form of obfuscation. The PU’s
actual path of movement, the path inferred by an adversary and
the average error in adversary’s inference are plotted. Clearly,
we can see that, after few time-slots, the adversary is able
to accurately infer the trajectory/path of the PU. The mean
error in adversary’s inference is small, which demonstrates the
effectiveness of using particle filter for movement tracking.

On the other hand, when the database implements obfus-
cation, the adversary’s inference becomes polluted. Figure
6 shows the results. Here, the database uses perturbation-
based obfuscation and replies to queries with false-positive
responses by following the random obfuscation strategy. As
seen in the plots, there is a large error in the attacker’s
inference, which demonstrates the effectiveness of obfuscation
in protecting the path-of-movement privacy of PUs. Finally,
note that the analysis of an optimal inference strategy and an
optimal obfuscation strategy in case of mobile PUs is itself a
different and challenging research topic, and we shall pursue
it in our future work.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we showed that malicious SUs (i.e., queriers)
can readily infer the locations of the PUs even if the database’s
responses to queries do not directly reveal such information.
We also showed that an adversary can make the inference at-
tack more effective by choosing the query locations optimally.
Moreover, in order to counter the location inference attack,
we proposed an optimal obfuscation strategy that makes a
very favorable trade-off between location privacy and spectrum
utilization efficiency. Our simulation results demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed obfuscation strategy. The results
show that a large gain in location privacy can be obtained
while incurring a small loss in the SUs’ link capacity when
the database implements the proposed optimal obfuscation
strategy.
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